
rinse
1. [rıns] n

1. полоскание
to give a rinse - полоскать

2. разг. умывание
3. сл. питьё, напиток
4. нестойкая краска для волос; оттеночныйшампунь

2. [rıns] v
1. полоскать

to rinse linen - полоскать бельё
to rinse (out) one's mouth - прополоскать рот

2. смывать, промывать; выполаскивать
3. разг. запивать (еду)

rinse it down with a glass of beer - запейте стаканом пива
4. слегка подкрашивать волосы, придавать волосам какой-л. оттенок

Apresyan (En-Ru)

rinse
rinse [rinse rinses rinsed rinsing] verb, noun BrE [rɪns] NAmE [rɪns]
verb
1. ~ sth to wash sth with clean water only, not using soap

• Rinse the cooked pasta with boiling water.
2. ~ sth to remove the soap from sth with clean water after washing it
3. ~ sth + adv./prep. to removedirt, etc. from sth by washing it with clean water

• She rinsed the mud from her hands.
• I wanted to rinse the taste out of my mouth.
• He showered quickly , rinsing away the dirt of the journey.

Verb forms:

 
Word Origin:
Middle English (as a verb): from Old French rincer, of unknown ultimate origin.
 
Synonyms :
clean
wash • rinse • cleanse • dry-clean

These words all mean to removedirt from sth, especially by using water and/or soap.

clean • to removedirt or dust from sth, especially by using water or chemicals: ▪ The villa is cleaned twice a week. ◇▪ Haveyou

cleaned your teeth?◇▪ This coat is filthy. I'll have it cleaned ▪ (= dry-cleaned) .

wash • to removedirt from sth using water and usually soap: ▪ He quickly washed his hands and face. ◇▪ These jeans need

washing.
rinse • to removedirt, etc. from sth using clean water only, not soap; to remove the soap from sth with clean water after washing
it: ▪ Make sure you rinse all the soap out.
cleanse • to clean your skin or a wound.
dry-clean • to clean clothes using chemicals instead of water.
to clean/wash/rinse/cleanse sth in/with sth
to clean/wash/rinse sth from sth
to clean/wash/cleanse a wound
to clean/wash the car/floor
to wash/rinse your hair
to have sth cleaned/washed/dry-cleaned

 
Example Bank:

• Always rinse your hair thoroughly.
• He rinsed the flour from his hands.
• Make sure you rinse all the soap out.
• Rinse the dishes with warm water.
• She rinsed her hands in cold water.
• She rinsed out her coffee cup.
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Derived: ↑rinse something out

noun
1. countable an act of rinsing sth

• I gave the glass a rinse.
• Fabric conditioner is added during the final rinse.
2. countable, uncountable a liquid that you put on your hair when it is wet in order to change its colour

• a blue rinse
3. countable, uncountable a liquid used for cleaning the mouth and teeth

Word Origin:
Middle English (as a verb): from Old French rincer, of unknown ultimate origin.

Example Bank:
• Use a cream rinse after each shampoo.
• a rinse with cold water
• That glass doesn't look very clean— I'd better give it a rinse.

rinse
I. rinse1 /rɪns/ BrE AmE verb [transitive]

[Date: 1200-1300; Language: Old French; Origin: rincer, perhaps from Vulgar Latin recentiare, from Latin recens; ⇨↑recent]

1. to wash clothes, dishes, vegetables etc quickly with water, especially running water, and without soap:
Let me just rinse my hands.
Rinse the vegetables under a cold tap.

rinse something out
Don’t forget to rinse out your swimsuit.

2. to removesoap, dirt etc from something by washing it quickly with water
rinse something off/out/away etc

Leavethe shampoo for two minutes, then rinse it off with warm water.
I rinsed the mud out under the tap.
The cream rinses off easily.

3. to put colour into your hair SYN dye

4. if you rinse your mouth, or rinse your mouth out, you wash it by filling it with water and then↑spitting the water out ⇨ gargle

II. rinse2 BrE AmE noun
1. [countable] when you rinse something:

I gavemy hands a quick rinse.
2. [uncountable and countable] a product you use to change the colour of your hair or to make it more shiny SYN dye :

a blue rinse for grey hair
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